KEEPS SEDIMENT, TRASH, AND DEBRIS OUT OF STORM SEWERS.

Designed with a high-flow/high visibility outer filter, the GutterGator™ remains close to the curb with its low profile inner frame.

This temporary curb inlet filter installs in seconds, removes in minutes and is reusable. Stop sediment in its tracks with GutterGator™.

ADVANTAGES:
- Easy to transport and install
- Easy to clean and reuse
- Weight pocket holds unit in place
- Low profile to curb helps prevent damage from vehicles
- Tieback straps for additional support
- Custom sizes available

For more information about Inlet Protection, contact Inside Sales at 800.448.3636
email at info@acfenv.com
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Remove GutterGator grids and sleeves from box
2. Slide grid sections to desired length
3. Insert grid section into GutterGator sleeve
4. Install stabilizer arms
5. Seal velcro on GutterGator
6. Remove Gatorweight
7. Place 7lb minimum weight (Gatorweight recommended) into each weight pocket
8. Slide weight pockets into curb throat, holding unit tight to curb face (leave 12” overlap on each end of curb opening)
9. Use GutterGator tiebacks if applicable
10. Clean unit after each wet weather event
11. Replace GutterGator sleeves as needed